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Medium-Sized Cos. Hunting for New Spaces
By Brian J. Rogal | Chicago 
Registration is now open for RealShare APARTMENTS in Los Angeles on October 21-22. Book your flights and hotel today.

CHICAGO—Darwin Realty & Development has just completed three long-term lease transactions within the 1 
million-square-foot DCT Business Center Elgin, each between 30,000 square feet and 50,000 square feet, and 
company officials say it’s another sign of the local industrial market’s recovery.

“We’re finally seeing some of the medium-sized spaces get leased,” Noel S. Liston, a principal of Darwin, tells 
GlobeSt.com, primarily by mid-sized companies or the local satellites of national firms. In the early days of the 
recovery, big companies were the first to start expanding. But the recovery has now gathered enough strength 
that smaller firms feel comfortable making plans for growth.

Wisdom Adhesives, for example, just signed a long-term lease for 39,131 square feet at 350 River Ridge Rd. 
And Printpack, Inc. renewed its lease and expanded into a total of 49,134 square feet at 300 Corporate Dr. 

Finally, CentiMark Corp. signed a long-term lease of 34,449 square feet at 200 Corporate Dr.

DCT Industrial Trust Inc. bought the six-building northwestern suburban campus in late 2013 as a long-term investment, brought Darwin on 
board to handle the leasing, and subsequently spent more than $2 million updating the structures. “Initially, it was somewhat slow in these small- to 
medium-sized spaces,” Liston says, meaning those with less than 50,000 square feet. But the larger spaces went relatively quickly. In fact, just after the 
closing, Weber-Stephen Products Co. agreed to occupy more than 100,000 square feet.

That brought the park’s occupancy up to 71%, he adds, and Darwin has since raised it to 88%. “We wanted to get it into the low 90s in the first 24 
months after DCT bought the property.” Although he can’t provide details, Darwin is “close to terms on another 30,000 square foot transaction.”

Liston and associate Brendan Sheahan are the exclusive agents for the park and represented DCT Industrial in the transactions. Printpack, Inc. was 
represented by Jason Talanian and Ed Lowenbaum of Lowenbaum REP; CentiMark was represented by John Whitehead of NAI Hiffman; and 
Wisdom Adhesives was represented by Bruce Granger of NAI Hiffman.
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The Fox River Business Center
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DCT Acquires 1.1 Million SF in Elgin
By Brian J. Rogal | Chicago 
Start each day with GlobeSt.com's Chicago AM Alert for original coverage of the latest transactions and trends shaping the commercial real estate industry. Sign Up Today!

CHICAGO—Buildings in the relatively small Elgin/I-90 Corridor industrial submarket generally do not attract as 

much notice as those in the denser submarkets like O'Hare or the I-55 Corridor. But after searching for about 

one year, officials from DCT Industrial Trust Inc. have decided to greatly expand their Chicago-area portfolio 

by purchasing a six-building industrial portfolio with about 1.1-million-square-feet at the Fox River Business 

Center in Elgin.

“It was eye-opening for us,” says Brian Roach, regional vice president, Chicago for DCT, of their study of the 

submarket around Elgin. Over the years, it had levels of absorption and general health comparable to the much 

larger markets in the metro area. DCT now has a Chicago-area industrial portfolio of about 8.9-million-square-

feet, but this was their first purchase in the Elgin area.

And although DCT's new acquisition has an occupancy rate of 59.1%, Roach says it will make a great value-add project. The center was fully-occupied 

up until the recession, he points out, and DCT has the capital to launch what he calls a significant improvement program. The company will redo the 

landscaping, interiors and other aspects. “It's not just painting the buildings.” The goal, he adds, is to get the vacancies ready so a prospective tenant 

will look in and say “'I can move in here in 30 days.”

The center's buildings range from 73,000-square-feet to 431,000-square-feet, and offer a wide variety of spaces that Roach believes will meet the 

demand DCT sees coming from distributors, manufacturers and others.

DCT Industrial was represented in the Fox River acquisition by Noel Liston, principal at Darwin Realty & Development, who will continue to act as 

listing agent for the vacant facilities.

As of June 30, 2013, DCT Industrial owned interests in about 74.9-million-square-feet of properties, and Roach says the Chicago area's continued low 

vacancy rate and limited amount of speculative construction will continue to attract the company's interest. “I think we feel pretty good about Chicago, 

and we're attempting to grow the square-footage significantly.”

RealShare INDUSTRIAL, our concentrated half-day national conference dedicated to the Industrial real estate sector, will take place on November 11-12 at the Viceroy, Miami. 

Register now!
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